
Senior Projects— 

Senior Projects are OPTIONAL. Some students may decide they would like to remain in their classes, and 
that’s fine. 

Senior Projects take careful forethought and planning. The best projects tend not to be those that are 
thrown together at the last minute. There are many stages to making a project happen, and each takes 
time, from deciding on an interest, assessing its feasibility, meeting with prospective advisors, etc. 

Students must pass all of their classes and not have exceeded the 20% attendance threshold (6 classes 
for the semester and 13 for year-long classes)  to go on projects. Projects last for six weeks from April 26 
through June 4, 2020, for 40 hours a week in the Baltimore area. If students are playing a sport or have 
an existing part-time job, they may work 25 hours per week. After sports have ended, students should 
increase their hours to 40. 

Based on past students’ experiences, hands-on projects tend to be the most successful: those that 
involve planting, building, teaching, caring for animals, crewing on a boat, etc. Forty hours a week of 
filing can get pretty tedious. 

One thing we’ve heard repeatedly from past students: Senior Projects is a great opportunity to get to 
know another side of Baltimore. The faculty agree, and for that reason, proposals that involve travel are 
less likely to pass than those that take place locally. 

We really want to urge you to start early. It is not a bad idea to do some informational interviewing this 
fall. The interview is designed to give you insight into what your days would really be like if you were 
doing a project at this place. Most students who are dissatisfied with their projects felt they did not 
really know what the project would be like before it started. 

Use connections—your parents’ friends, your friends’ parents, neighbors, teachers at school, Park 
alumni and current parents, etc. However, you cannot work directly with a member of your own 
family. 

Dream big! One of the great things about Senior Projects is that it often opens doors to you that would 
otherwise be closed. It’s pretty impossible for a 17 or 18-year-old student to get a job at the Mayor’s 
office or a TV station or the Smithsonian, but you can get into those places under the auspices of Senior 
Projects. To make the most of this opportunity, you should find a project that goes beyond what’s 
available to you as a summer opportunity. 

Please do not propose projects that cost money.  The faculty feels strongly that Senior Projects should 
not be a paid-for experience. The Senior Project Committee will also give greater scrutiny to projects in 
which students will be working with other Park seniors; independent projects where seniors will not be 
working daily with a project supervisor; projects that involve travel, and those that involve more than 
one focus. 

We are asking all seniors to submit an alternate project proposal, in the event that your plans must 
change due to COVID-19.  Below you will find useful information for COVID- related projects.  



 
2021 Alternative COVID-related Senior Project Ideas 

Parameters: 
1. Seniors may elect to remain in all or some of their classes until June, if they’d 

like. We welcome you to do this!  
  
Specifics: READ CAREFULLY! 
All Alternate COVID- related proposals and final information is due by March 25, 2021. 
 
Students should plan to work at least 8 hours each day or 40 hours per week.  
Proposals can include no more than two separate ideas.  
Seniors must identify an adult within or outside of the Park community with whom they 
will check in once a week.  
 
To build community and additional accountability, seniors must identify another senior, 
not in the friend group with whom they will check in with weekly.  
 
Seniors can work together remotely with no more than three other seniors, but each 
person must submit an individual proposal. If you are working toward a bigger project, 
seniors should identify which part they will contribute to it.  
 
With their committee advisor’s approval, seniors must document their work via on-line 
journal, photo documentation, video recording or another creative way they establish 
and share it with the committee, peers/ and supervisor. 
  
  
COVID-Related Senior Project Options 

1. Adapt to a remote approach - original senior project ideas.  
Many students gave a lot of thought to their projects. They had plans to pursue ideas 
that really interested them. This might not be possible for many of the projects but 
perhaps some of them can be re-imagined through pursuing the project virtually. The 
idea would be to still be contributing, somehow, to the organization they were going to 
work with, benefitting from guidance/mentorship from a professional there.   
Examples:   

·    Did your original project involve working with animals? Perhaps you 
can devote time as a dog walker.  You could also help with fundraising 
and marketing for a shelter.  
·    Were you hoping to work in a science lab? Perhaps you can assist 
with research related to the science you were supposed to focus on, or 
audit a course taught by that professor.  
·   If you are interested in working in a school or with students,  
perhaps you can organize and deliver virtual tutoring or assistance to 
enhance the remote learning that students will be receiving at the school.  



·   Interested in working at a nonprofit? Perhaps they need your creative 
thinking on launching some social-media based fundraising campaigns.  
·    Were you interested in working with a physical trainer at a gym? 
Maybe you can create your own daily workouts to share with the Park 
community. These can be in the form of Google docs AND video! 
·    Maybe you were going to work with a doctor?  Perhaps you can 
spend time researching different types of medicine and the medical impact 
of COVID-19 on the field.  

  
  
 
HOW TO GET STARTED: 
 � Contact your initial supervisor to see if they are still able to mentor you.  
�  If not, do you know other adults/ parents or grandparents of your friends who have 
experience in the field who can mentor you? Contact them.  
� Go to Bruins Connect to see if there are Park alum who can assist you.   
� Begin developing how you might spend your time. What do you want to accomplish at 
the end of your project? Working backwards, what will you need to accomplish each 
week and each day to reach your ultimate goal? Write down your daily and weekly 
plans. Include video check-ins with your mentors/ supervisors in your schedule.  
  

2. Independent Study Style:  
Go deep on a new passion or something you have always loved but never had enough 
time to study. This might be something students work on in clusters, where you might 
get an opportunity to learn from sources on the web or from each other. The idea would 
be to devote significant time each day to the activity and perhaps have a culminating 
product or activity to demonstrate what has been learned.  
Examples:  

·    Picking up a new language and learning it from a bilingual peer 
·    Learning to bake great bread  
·    Reading every Toni Morrison book ever written and capturing 
themes and threads  
·    Becoming a long distance runner and reading books about running  
·    Writing the sequel to Park: The Musical (check it out on YouTube) 
·    Working on your boxing skills and watching and researching past 
icons of the sport  
·    Writing articles/editorials for Postscript that you wanted to submit, 
but didn’t 
·    Build a shed on your property or fix a neighbor’s fence 

  
  
HOW TO GET STARTED: 
 �  Pick the thing you want to learn, do, or make.  

https://parkbruinconnect.net/


�  Do you know other adults or parents/ grandparents of your friends who have 
experience or a passion in your area of interest who can guide your work?  Contact 
them.  
� Email Traci Wright or go to Bruins Connect to see if there are Park alum who can 
mentor you.  
� What do you want to accomplish at the end of your project?  What resources do you 
need to be successful? Begin developing how you might spend your time. Working 
backwards, what will you need to accomplish each week and each day to reach your 
ultimate goal? Write down your daily and weekly plans. Include video check-ins with 
your mentors/ supervisors.  
 
  

3. Creative Projects with a cohort connection: 
Similar to the independent project but this one relies on small groups using each other 
for feedback and inspiration as they pursue a similar strand of creative pursuits.   
Examples:  

● A group of seniors commit to writing and check-in for virtual workshops, perhaps 
even working on a product together.  

● Students find a way to weave together instrumental music, a film, visual art work 
where they work remotely but also support each other through the process.   

● Oral Histories of people who contributed to an issue that feeds your passion - i.e. 
gender studies, Civil Rights Movement, Holocaust Remembrance. 

● Create, write and print your own version of Postscript with pictures, editorials, 
cartoons and the like.  

● Write the sequel to Park: The Musical - written in 2014 by three seniors for their 
project  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sabc4u7uNNA&t=239s) 

  
HOW TO GET STARTED: 
 �  Pick the thing you want to learn, do, or make.  
�  Which of your peers have an interest or talent that can enhance your work? Find 
time to brainstorm with them. 
�  Do you know other adults/ parents or grandparents of your friends who have 
experience or a passion in your area of interest who can guide your work?  Contact 
them.  
� Email Traci Wright or go to Bruins Connect to see if there are Park alum who can 
mentor you.  
� What do you want to accomplish at the end of your project? What resources do you 
need to be successful?  Begin developing how you might spend your time.  What will 
each person contribute to the project? Working backwards, what will you need to 
accomplish each week and each day to reach your ultimate goal? Write down your daily 
and weekly plans. Include video check-ins with your mentors/ supervisors in your 
schedule.  
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4.          Project (Safe but helpful) Covid Response. Some seniors might want to seize 
the moment to find ways to help.   
Examples:  

● Committing to reading or watching from many credible sources and writing daily 
blogs that clearly communicate the science and guidance offered to stay safe, as 
well as offering insights on the political and economic impact of what is 
happening in Baltimore and beyond. Maybe they create their own version of a 
public health message or film for your peers?  

● Offering virtual help to nonprofits or schools that want extra help on some aspect 
of their work - advocacy, fundraising, virtual tutoring or mentoring, calling isolated 
seniors, organizing food or book drives etc.  

● Devoting time tending to or creating gardens that need attention 
●  Starting a virtual book club for folks who are particularly isolated.  
●  Creating new ways to respond that help and support. 
● Creating physical book banks for communities with limited resources -if the ban 

is lifted 
● Creating ways to lift people’s spirits who are alone, lonely or grieving.  
● Working with Segun to think of ways that the Park community can help 

individuals in need.  
  
HOW TO GET STARTED: 
 �  Pick the way that you can either have the greatest impact or bring something that 
you love to the work.   
�  Research what the needs are in the community/world? Do you know other adults/ 
parents or grandparents of your friends who have experience or a passion in your area 
of interest who can guide your work?  Contact them.  
� Email Traci Wright or go to Bruins Connect to see if there are Park alum who can 
mentor you.  
� What do you want to accomplish at the end of your project? What resources do you 
need to be successful?  Begin developing how you might spend your time.  What will 
each person contribute to the project? Working backwards, what will you need to 
accomplish each week and each day to reach your ultimate goal? Write down your daily 
and weekly plans. Include video check-ins with your mentors/ supervisors in your 
schedule.  
  
5. Miscellaneous: Seize the Day Opportunities  
 Examples:  

● Volunteer to work remotely for a political campaign  
●  Find ways to contribute to the Park community now. Maybe there was a fledgling 

club that could get legs next year, if there was a manual capturing lessons 
learned? Perhaps there are opportunities to deepen the Partners program 
through virtual connections??  

https://parkbruinconnect.net/


● Organize a Park Pen Pals Program - current students connecting with older Park 
alumni 

●  Dig into your own family history. Interview family members and capture their 
story. Perhaps get multi-generational perspectives on what we are experiencing.  

   
HOW TO GET STARTED: 
 �  What projects did you work on at Park that you’d like to make better?  
 �  Talk to Park students and/or employees about ideas they have to sustain the 
community. If you pick a project, would the adult be willing to work with you?  
� Email Traci Wright or go to Bruins Connect to see if there are Park alum who can 
mentor you.  
� What do you want to accomplish at the end of your project? What resources do you 
need to be successful?  Begin developing how you might spend your time.  What will 
each person contribute to the project? Working backwards, what will you need to 
accomplish each week and each day to reach your ultimate goal? Write down your daily 
and weekly plans. Include video check-ins with your mentors/ supervisors in your 
schedule.   
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